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Abstract

In recent years, many new technological solutions have been introduced, aiming to improve the ability of buildings to satisfy

a variety of needs of human beings and the environment. As a consequence, designing an optimal building has become more

challenging than it has been before.

In this article, a multi-criteria ‘‘knapsack’’ model is proposed to help designers to select the most feasible renovation actions

in the conceptual phase of a renovation project. Firstly, the methodology is described. Then, a case study is presented. Finally,

advantages and disadvantages of the methodology are considered and needs for future research are suggested.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction possible [1]. A practical solution of this problem is
Designing an optimal building has become more

challenging than it has been before. Three typical

challenges can be seen. The first challenge is asso-

ciated with the fact, that decisions concerning build-

ing design are mainly made by a design team

consisting of a design group (including at least an

architect, an HVAC engineer, an electricity engineer

and a structural engineer), a real estate owner (a

client) and a contractor. The question is how to find

a consensus between the members of a design team

taking into account as many points of view as
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presented for example by Tanimoto et al. [2], who

consider the design process of a building as an

iterative process with several actors linked to their

opinions.

The second challenge is associated with sustain-

able development [3]. According to the definition by

the World Commission on Environment and Devel-

opment, sustainable development is regarded as ‘‘De-

velopment that meets the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future generations to

meet their own needs’’ [4]. Sustainable development

in the context of construction industry simply means

making buildings better satisfy the needs of human

beings and the environment [5]. In practice, sustain-

ability is usually illustrated using numerical indicators

providing information about the status of a phenom-



Fig. 1. An iterative, cyclical decision-making process at conceptual

phase of design [2].
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enon, environment or area. An example of a list of

indicators describing sustainability of buildings and

their technological systems, called VTTProP, is pre-

sented by Häkkinen et al. [6]. The sustainability of

buildings and their systems is usually defined by

means of conflicting criteria. The challenge is to

make an optimal decision on the basis of these

criteria. Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM)

methods are usually presented as a solution of this

kind of problems, like has been done for example by

Andresen [7].

The third challenge is an increasing amount of

technological solutions on the market. In order to

design a building with maximum sustainability,

designers have to consider effects of more and more

technological options. Dealing with this problem has

not been such a popular subject in earlier studies,

although it has been handled for example by Flour-

entzou et al. [8], and Rosenfeld and Shohet [9]. The

introduction of new, fast personal computers on

everyone’s desk makes it possible to handle the

problem in the form of a combinatorial optimization

problem. This approach seems to be new in the field

of building design. In Linköping, Sweden, some

studies have been carried out concerning this issue.

In these studies, however, the multi-criteria and

multi-perspective nature of the problem have not

been dealt with [10].

A great potential exists for the introduction of new

technologies through renovation projects, because

almost half of construction industry in developed

countries is directed to the existing building stock

[11]. The concept ‘‘renovation’’ is usually divided

under two categories: retrofit and refurbishment. The

concept ‘‘retrofit’’ is generally used to identify actions

that are required to bring a building into the frame-

work of new requirements. The purpose of ‘‘refur-

bishment’’, instead, is to bring a building back to its

original state [8].

In this paper, a multi-criteria ‘‘knapsack’’ model is

proposed to help designers select the most feasible

renovation actions in the conceptual phase of a reno-

vation project. Firstly, the methodology is described.

Then, a case study is presented dealing with the retrofit

project of a residential building in Finland. Finally,

some needs for future research are suggested as well as

advantages and disadvantages of this decision-support

method are concerned.
2. Theory and methodology

2.1. General review

In this study, the renovation of a building is

regarded as a set of single actions that are expected

to improve the sustainability of a building. Substitut-

ing a traditional oil heating system by a fuel-cell-

based combined heat and power system is a good

example of a modern renovation action hypothetically

improving the sustainability of a building.

Decision-making concerning selection of renova-

tion actions as far has been studied for example by

Rosenfeld et al. [9]. In that study, the deterioration state

of building parts has been assumed to determine the

need for renovation. The method is rational and rea-

sonable in the context of cases that are refurbishment

projects by nature. Related to the challenges

concerning an optimal building design also in the case

of retrofit projects, the following improvements can be

proposed. Firstly, conflicting preferences inside the

group of decision-makers should be taken into account.

Secondly, the additional utility that can be achieved in

the context of sustainability by selecting certain reno-

vation actions should be better illustrated. Thirdly, the

automation could be improved from ‘semi-automated’

level to ‘fully automated’ level by applying a suitable

optimization model and a modern personal computer.

In this chapter, a new approach is presented how to

help a design team to find the most sustainable reno-
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vation actions in a renovation project. The decision-

making process, particularly during the conceptual

phase of design, can be seen as an iterative and cyclical

process (see Fig. 1). Typically, designers manually

generate two or more design alternatives (alternative

sets of renovation actions in this context) to be evalu-

ated by the design team [2]. This paper argues that

generating the design alternatives as well as evaluating

them can be automated by applying the knapsack

model. Generally speaking, this is a case of portfolio

optimization. The model presented in the article is

applicable to various decision-making tools as well as

expert systems.

2.2. Description of the problem

2.2.1. Mathematical expression

The methodology presented in this paper can be

described using a mathematical expression that fol-

lows the traditional ‘‘knapsack problem’’: which

renovation actions should be selected in order to

achieve the best possible improvement in the sustain-

ability of the building that is to be renovated? If an

additive ‘‘knapsack’’ approach is applied in the con-

text of the utility theory, the mathematical form will

be as follows.

Assume we have:

. decision variables (possible renovation actions)

a1,. . . ai,. . . an
. ai = 1, if action ai is carried out, else ai= 0

Objective function will be then

MAX
Xn

i¼1

aiSi; ð1Þ

where Si = utility score achieved by selecting the

renovation action ai.

The problem will be at least subject to constraints

aia{0,1}

Xn

i¼1

aiCiVCMAX; ð2Þ

where Ci = cost of action ai; CMAX =maximum allow-

able costs of the project.
In addition, the problem may be subject to

. constraints for compatibility (which actions techni-

cally can be carried out together?)
. case-based constraints (e.g. necessary actions for the

building)
. possible user-defined constraints (e.g. minimum

required performance)
. possible other constraints (e.g. constraints dictated

by laws or regulations)

The mathematical form and the number of these

additional constraints varies depending on the case.

Thus, a single general mathematical expression cannot

be presented.

2.2.2. Expression of the utility

In order to make the concept ‘‘utility’’ more

understandable, the concept ‘‘criteria’’ firstly needs

some explanation. The definition of the concept

‘‘criteria’’ by Andresen is ‘‘standards of judgement

or rules to test acceptability’’ [7]. In other words, they

say something about what is expected by a decision-

maker when selecting an option. As well, the utility

can be seen as a value that can be expected by a

decision-maker when paying a certain amount of

money. Thus, it is usually regarded as the opposite

of costs. This section illustrates how the utility value

can be defined on the basis of evaluation criteria.

In the context of MCDM, a set of criteria is used,

that is usually put into the form of a tree-structured

model in which a single node represents a criterion.

This idea is illustrated in Fig. 2. Main criteria indicate

general, strategic objectives (e.g. minimum resource

use), whereas sub-criteria deal with more detailed

issues. The lowest level in the tree represents criteria

that are indicatable by means of numerical or other-

wise unambiguous factors, like sustainability indica-

tors [2]. In practice, sub-criteria may be either

quantifiable, such as annual energy use, or qualitative,

such as aesthetics.

It is obvious that the number of criteria depends on

the case. In the context of building renovation proj-

ects, criteria usually are selected by a design team.

According to Huovila et al. [1] and Tanimoto et al.

[2], a consensus among team members only can be

achieved through a sufficient number of meetings.

There is not a theoretical maximum number of criteria



Fig. 2. A tree-structured criteria model [2].

Table 1

Eliciting the weights using the Grading Method

Grade Relative importance

compared with the

most important criterion

10 Equal importance

9

8

7 Somewhat less important

6

5

4

3 Significantly less important

2

1

0 Not important at all
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for a single evaluation, but Tanimoto et al. [2]

recommend, that in order to avoid overlapping eval-

uations, the number of main-criteria should not be

more than 8 and the number of sub-criteria should not

be more than 8 under each main-criterion.

The need for capturing the importance of different

criteria related to each other arises from the nature of

multi-criteria problems. In the context of practical

sustainable building design, for example, a question

can be asked: What if human requirements do not

agree with energy saving options? One widespread

way to handle this problem is to assign criteria

weights to indicate their relative importance. Vice

versa, the criteria weights are indicators of the influ-

ence of individual criteria on the decision [7].

There are various methods for assigning weights.

So-called ‘‘Grading Method’’ is recommended by

Tanimoto et al. [2], because of its simplicity to

use. In that case, weights are determined by using

a 10-grade scale. Firstly, the most important criterion

on a certain level in the tree (see Fig. 2) receives a

grade of 10. All the other criteria (on the same level)

are compared to the most important criterion. For

example, if a criterion is felt to be somewhat less

important than the most important one, it receives a

grade of 7. This idea is presented in Table 1. The

weights are then normalized to range between 0 and

1, so that the sum of the weights (on a certain level)

is unity. The procedure will be repeated for each

level in the criteria tree. There are also other meth-

ods for assigning weights. The Analytical Hierarchy

Process (AHP) is mentioned as an example by

Mustajoki et al. [12].
In order to completely understand the link between

a set of criteria, weight factors and a utility value, the

concept ‘‘attributes’’ also needs some explanation.

Attributes can be regarded as a characteristic of an

option being evaluated, which is measurable against

some objective or subjective yardstick. Thus, attributes

say something about what an option actually is, in

respect to the criteria. Although in the literature, the

concepts criteria and attributes often are mixed with

each other, one should remember that their information

in general case is entirely different [7]. When talking

about attributes in the context of this study, we always

mean features of an option in respect to the lowest

level of sub-criteria in a criteria tree (see Fig. 2).

To indicate the utility in the numerical form in the

context of MCDM, a commensurate value scale

between each sub-criterion on the lowest level of a

criteria tree as well as that between each attribute is

necessary [7]. An attribute can then be indicated in

respect to a corresponding sub-criterion by means of a

score number. In this study, we try to illustrate the

importance of a renovation on the basis of a building’s

original status, and thus, we recommend that the score

number should vary between � 10 and + 10, as is

presented in Table 2.

The next step is to aggregate the score values

over the entire set of criteria into a single score

number Si indicating the total utility caused by the

renovation action i. Assume we have m sub-criteria

under an arbitrary node l in the criteria tree, j

representing an arbitrary sub-criterion between 1

and m. Following the idea represented by Tanimoto



Table 2

Relation between a utility definition and score value

Score Utility definition

10 huge improvement compared with situation before

renovation

8 great. . .
6 fair. . .

4 moderate. . .

2 slight. . .

0 no improvement compared with situation before

renovation or no effect on this criterion

� 2 slight. . .

� 4 moderate. . .
� 6 fair. . .

� 8 great. . .

� 10 huge drawback compared with situation before renovation

(example from the practice: work always has to be done,

when an action is carried out)

Fig. 3. An example of a utility profile.
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et al. [2] and Andresen et al. [7], a simple additive

weighting model is applied to aggregate scores to get

a single score number representing the score in the

node l. Thus, an equation

Sl ¼
Xm

j¼1

wjsj ð3Þ

can be established, where Sl represents the score

number in the node l, m is the number of sub-criteria

under that node, is the normalised weight (between 0

and 1) of the sub-criterion j, and is the score number

corresponding sub-criterion j. Before the aggrega-

tion, the weights are normalised by dividing an

individual weight by the total sum of weights.

The procedure is repeated for each node in the

criteria tree (see Fig. 2), beginning from the lowest

level. The process is continued until a single total

score corresponding the node ‘‘main goal’’ has been

achieved. This results in the total score Si, which is

then calculated for each alternative renovation action i

and finally is applied in Eq. (1).

2.2.3. A practical example

The following example illustrates the process de-

scribed in Section 2.2.2 applied to an arbitrary reno-

vation action. In order to illustrate ‘‘drawbacks’’ that

sometimes are assumed to be as a consequence of a

renovation action, costs are regarded as a ‘‘negative

utility’’. This example has nothing to do with any

existing renovation project.
Assume a renovation action with investment costs

of 600o, energy savings of 1000 kW h/a, and

maintenance savings of 100o/a. Let the maximum

allowable cost be 2400o, which is regarded as a

‘‘huge drawback’’ by the design team. Using the scale

presented in Table 2, the score then is

600

2400
ð�10Þ ¼ �2:5

If the design group decides that energy savings of

2000 kW h/a is a ‘‘huge improvement’’ compared

with the situation before the renovation (savings 0 kW

h/a), this action is worth the score number

1000

2000
10 ¼ þ5

If 500o/a is regarded as a ‘‘huge improvement’’ in

maintenance costs, compared with the situation before

this renovation (0o/a), the score is

100

500
10 ¼ þ2

Finally, let the criteria weights be as follows:

investment (0.6), energy savings (0.3), and mainte-

nance savings (0.1). The total score for this renovation

action then is

S ¼ 0:6ð�2:5Þ þ 0:3 � 5þ 0:1 � 2 ¼ 0:2

A ‘‘utility profile’’ (see Fig. 3) illustrates, on the

basis of which sub-criteria this alternative is ‘‘good’’

or ‘‘bad’’.
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3. A case study

In this chapter, a simple practical case study is

presented, concerning a retrofit project of a residen-

tial building in Finland. In the case study, the

acceptability of a retrofit scenario was simply de-

fined on the basis of two criteria: environmental

value and functionality. The criteria tree (see Fig.

2) therefore only consists of three nodes: main goal

and two criteria with their indicators. The objective

function was maximised subject to an investment

cost constraint and eight other constraints. The aim

of this case study was actually not so much to search

optimal retrofit actions for a practical real-life case,

as to test the applicability and functionality of the

‘‘knapsack’’ model in the context of this type of

problems and just to demonstrate a new model. For

these reasons and in order to avoid confusion, a

simplified approach was considered powerful enough

to be applied.

3.1. Introduction of the target building

The case study handles an apartment building

owned by VVO (see Fig. 4), which is one of the

biggest social housing owners in Finland. The build-

ing was constructed in 1983. The total building

volume is 7080 m3 and the floor-area is 2045.10

m2. The building has 29 dwellings in 3 stairways

and 3 floors. The average amount of inhabitants is 55.
Fig. 4. The Finnish target building in Eerikinkallio 4 in

Kirkkonummi.
The theoretical annual heating energy and electric-

ity consumptions of the building are 313 MW h (44.2

kW h/m3) and 103 MW h (14.5 kW h/m3), respec-

tively. These values are based on calculations made

using WinEtana simulation program. According to

Kosonen et al. [13], the electricity consumption of

electrified car parking spaces can be assumed to be

5% of total electricity consumption.

The building is equipped with a district heating

system and exhaust air fans (without any heat

recovery system). It has double-glazed windows

(U = 2.2 W/m2 K). The U-values of walls and roof

structures are 0.28 W/m2 K and 0.22 W/m2 K,

respectively. The initial room temperature 21 jC is

used for calculations.

3.2. Alternative retrofit actions

A list of alternative retrofit actions applied in this

study is based on a Finnish report edited by innomi-

nated authors and published by Finnish Ministry of

Environment [14]. Typical retrofit actions have been

introduced on the list aiming at improving the building

energy economy by decreasing energy consumption.

The list is presented in Table 3.

3.3. The utility of alternative retrofit actions

In the case study, the acceptability of a retrofit

scenario was simply defined by means of two criteria:

environmental value and functionality. For the reasons

mentioned at the beginning of Section 3, simplifica-

tions were made ignoring some criteria that should be

taken into account in practice.

The environmental value of a retrofit project

usually is associated with reduction potentials of

NOx-, SOx-, and CO2-emissions. In the simplified

approach, the reduction potential of CO2-emissions

has been regarded as a criterion descriptive enough

for the environmental value of a retrofit action. This

is justifiable, because carbon dioxide is one of the

most problematic greenhouse gases and it has been

attacked by several climate strategies in national and

international level. According to the National Cli-

mate Strategy, Finland should cut its CO2-emission

rates to the level of year 1990 during years 2008–

2012 [15]. Taking into account statistical biases,

Finland should cut its emissions about 15%. As-



Fig. 5. Value function for criterion ‘‘Environmental Value’’.

Table 3

A list of retrofit actions [14]

N Name of the retrofit action

1 Decrease and adjustment of indoor

temperatures: � 1 jC
2 Decrease and adjustment of indoor

temperatures: � 2 jC
3 Decrease and adjustment of indoor

temperatures: � 3 jC
4 Decrease and adjustment of indoor

temperatures: � 4 jC
5 Adding heat recovery to ventilation

6 Installation of new windows: 3� glass

7 Installation of new windows: 3� glass

selective

8 Installation of new windows: 3� glass

selective + argon

9 Additional insulation to roof: 50 mm

10 Additional insulation to roof: 100 mm

11 Additional insulation to roof: 150 mm

12 Additional insulation to roof: 200 mm

13 Additional insulation to walls: 50 mm

14 Additional insulation to walls: 100 mm

15 Additional insulation to walls: 150 mm

16 Additional insulation to walls: 200 mm

17 Flow rate adjustment of water fittings

18 Installation of economizer jets into water

fittings

19 Installation of new water fittings

20 Installation of pressure reducer into water

distribution system

21 Water consumption measurement into

apartment level

22 Energy consumption measurement into

apartment level

23 Radiator network adjustment, installation

of thermostatic valves

24 Installation of new light fittings

25 Improvement of lighting control

26 Improvement of control of electrified

parking space

27 Installation of peak power limit
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suming a linear value function and regarding the

decrease of 20% in CO2-emissions as a ‘‘huge

improvement’’, the following presentation (see Fig.

5) can be derived for the environmental value.

According to the National Climate Program-Sectoral

Statement, specific emission factors for district heat

production (337 kg/MW h) and electricity produc-

tion (160 kg/MW h) are presented, which were used

when calculating the reduction potential in CO2-

emissions for each retrofit action [16].
CO2-emissions can be defined in quite an easy way,

but instead there is not a straightforward and exact way

to calculate functionality. This is for the following

reasons. Firstly, functionality is more or less a quali-

tative issue, which makes it immeasurable. Secondly,

functionality is more or less a subjective issue depend-

ing on the preferences of an evaluator. In this study, the

following 10 aspects were taken into account, when

evaluating the utility value of a retrofit action in a

retrofit scenario in the context of functionality [14].

. How easily this retrofit action can be carried out?

. Does it require any other actions to be feasible to

carry out?
. Does it require any new methods or ways of im-

plementation which do not exist yet?
. What is its effect on comfortability?
. What is its effect on reliability?
. What is the space requirement?
. What is its adaptability to existing structures?
. What is its impact on physical characteristics of the

building?
. What is its impact on usability?
. What is its impact on serviceability?

When defining the utility for each retrofit action in

the context of the concept ‘‘functionality’’, a criteria

tree (see Fig. 2) normally should be constructed using

reasonable amount of sub-criteria levels (nodes) based

on the aspects listed previously. Then, the scores

should be calculated for each node like was presented

in Section 2. In the simplified approach, this phase

was ignored because of briefness and simplicity and

functionality directly was evaluated for each retrofit



Table 4

Features of different retrofit actions

N Saving potential Costs***

[./m2]

Decr. CO2

[%]

Advantages and disadvantages

1 4% heat 0.2 3.81 Decrease and adjustment of indoor temperatures:

2 8% heat 0.2 7.61 . easy to carry out

3 12% heat 0.2 11.42 . decreases comfortability ( + 21 C original state)

4 16% heat 0.2 15.23 . reliable way to carry out energy savings
. may require additional actions (radiator network

adjustment, etc.)

5 15–20% heat 10 14.27 Adding heat recovery to ventilation:

. positive effect on indoor air quality

. may require additional actions

. requires use instructions

6 4% heat* 11.58 3.81 Installation of new windows:

7 6% heat* 12.41 5.71 . draught, radiation and noise reduction

8 9% heat* 14.06 8.56 . lack of instructions

9 1% heat* 0.15 0.95 Additional insulation to roof or walls:

10 2% heat* 0.3 1.90 . space requirement

11 3% heat* 0.45 2.85 . adaptability to existing structures

12 3% heat* 0.6 2.85 . physical characteristics may not change

13 1% heat* 0.15 0.95

14 2% heat* 0.3 1.90

15 3% heat* 0.45 2.85

16 5% heat* 0.6 4.76

17 5–7% heat 0.3 4.76 Flow rate adjustment of water fittings:

. demands control possibility in an existing fitting

18 5% heat 5 4.76 Installation of economizer jets into water fittings:

. easy to carry out

. comfortable when having a shower

19 5–10% heat 15 4.76 Installation of new water fittings:

. vulnerability to pollution

. vulnerability to breakages

. may improve usability

20 0–10% heat 1 4.76

21 0–10% heat 15 4.76 Water consumption measurement apartment level:

. measuring errors

. serviceability

22 10–15% heat 15 9.52 Energy consumption measurement apartment level:

. not usual action

. unreliable

. unfair

23 5–10% heat 0.3 9.52 Radiator network adj., inst. of therm.valves:

. quite easy to carry out

. instructions and methods exist
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N Saving potential Costs***

[./m2]

Decr. CO2

[%]

Advantages and disadvantages

24 5–10% electricity 8 0.48 Installation of new light fittings and impr. of lighting control:

25 5–10% electricity 5 0.48 . safety
. comfortability
. easy to carry out

26 2% of electricity* 5 0.10 Improvement of control of electrified parking space:

. comfortability

. environmental factors

. decrease of property risk

27 1% of electricity** 1 0.05 Installation of peak power limit:
. indirect effect on optimization of power plant capacity

* Achieved through calculations by WinEtana.
** Approximated value.
*** Based on VTT’s cost database for residential buildings.

Table 5

Functionality and environmental index value of alternative retrofit

actions

N Environmental

value

Functionality

1 1.90 0

2 3.81 � 4

3 5.71 � 6

4 7.61 � 8

5 7.14 2

6 1.90 2

7 2.85 4

8 4.28 5

9 0.48 � 4

10 0.95 � 5

11 1.43 � 7

12 1.43 � 8

13 0.48 � 4

14 0.95 � 5

15 1.43 � 7

16 2.38 � 8

17 2.38 � 4

18 2.38 2

19 2.38 3

20 2.38 � 4

21 2.38 � 2

22 4.76 � 4

23 4.76 1

24 0.24 4

25 0.24 4

26 0.05 5

27 0.02 2

Table 4 (continued)
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action by judging them against the listed aspects. The

results of these judgements are presented in Table 4 by

‘‘advantages and disadvantages’’. Features of alterna-

tive retrofit actions (to shorten the representation, N

refers to the actions listed in Table 3) as well as their

score values using a scale from � 10 to + 10 for

functionality and environmental value, are presented

in Tables 4 and 5.

3.4. Implementation of the method

Using a linear model and following the expression

described in Section 2, we now have 27 decision

variables (alternative retrofit actions, see Table 3)

a1,. . .ai,. . .a27. The objective function is

MAX
X27

i¼1

aiSi; ð4Þ

where Si = utility score achieved by selecting the

renovation action ai.

Let the criterion ‘‘environmental value’’ be marked

by index number 1 and the criterion ‘‘functionality’’

by index number 2. In this simple case, the utility for

an arbitrary retrofit action i is

Si ¼ w1s1;i þ w2s2;i ð5Þ

where w1 and w2 are normalised weights (between 0

and 1) for criteria 1 and 2, respectively. As well, s1,i
and s2,i are utility score numbers for an arbitrary

retrofit action i, in respect to the score values for

criteria 1 and 2, respectively.
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Because there are 27 alternative retrofit actions,

there would be 227 possible portfolios if no con-

straints were defined. On the other hand, an uncon-

strained problem definition might lead to a trivial

solution, in which all the options with a non-negative

total utility value would be recommended.

In a ‘‘knapsack model’’, ai= 1 if action ai is carried

out, else ai = 0. Thus, it is required that aia{0,1}. The

first constraint limiting number of portfolios is max-

imum allowable costs of the project

X27

i¼1

aiCiVCMAX ð6Þ

where Ci= cost of action ai and CMAX =maximum

allowable costs of the project.

The following constraints usually limit the com-

patibility between the listed retrofit actions [16]. In

the mathematical form, they can be presented as

follows. A rational assumption is that only one

temperature drop is selected at a time, which means

that

X4

i¼1

aiV1 ð7Þ

Usually, only one window type is selected into a

retrofit scenario, which can be expressed by means of

the following constraint equation.

X8

i¼6

aiV1 ð8Þ

It is also obvious that only one thickness of roof

insulation is selected, which is expressed by constraint

Eq. (9),

X12

i¼9

aiV1 ð9Þ

as well as one thickness of wall insulation, like is

expressed by Eq. (10).

X16

i¼13

aiV1 ð10Þ
Flow rate adjustment and economizer jets are

alternative ways of adjustment, which requires that

X18

i¼17

aiV1 ð11Þ

The flow rate adjustment is necessary, if new water

fittings are installed. This is expressed by Eq. (12).

a17za19 ð12Þ

The same requirement is valid, if pressure reduce

are installed, requiring

a17za20 ð13Þ
Improvement of the lighting control system urges

on the installation of new light fittings, requiring

a24za25 ð14Þ

In this study, the model was solved by using Solver

function of MS Excel. The approach was based on

incomplete preference information, which means that

the study was a sensitivity analysis by nature. The

maximum allowable investment costs were let to vary

from 10000o to 100000o, at 10000o intervals.

For each investment cost level, five combinations of

weight factors were analyzed. The cases were:

1. Completely environment oriented case: weight of

environmental value 100/weight of functionality 0

(Corresponding normalized weight factors 1.0/0.0)

2. Slightly environment oriented case: weight of

environmental value 100/weight of functionality

50 (Corresponding normalized weight factors

0.67/0.33)

3. Equal importance-case: weight of environmental

value 100/weight of functionality 100 (Corre-

sponding normalized weight factors 0.5/0.5)

4. Slightly functionality oriented case: weight of

environmental value 50/weight of functionality

100 (Corresponding normalized weight factors

0.33/0.66)

5. Completely functionality oriented case: weight of

environmental value 0/weight of functionality 100

(Corresponding normalized weight factors 0.1/1.0)

In addition, the model was calculated in the case of

the best possible environmental value and the best
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possible functionality without the cost constraint, to

verify its rationality. The total number of analyzed

cases was thus 52.

3.5. Results of the study

As a result of the optimization, retrofit scenarios

were achieved that can be recommended in the case

of given constraints and criteria weights. Because of

the large amount of cases, all the optimal scenarios

are not presented in this section, but some conclu-

sions are made concerning the applicability of the

methodology as well as recommendable retrofit

actions.

The theoretical annual heat consumption of the

target building compared to that of electricity is

large. Similarly, the specific emission factor for

district heat production compared to that for elec-

tricity production is significant. In addition, the most

significant energy saving potential is associated with

retrofit actions saving heating energy. As a conse-
Fig. 6. Example of output dat
quence, it is obvious that retrofit actions decreasing

heat consumption cause the largest additional value

on environmental value. A retrofit project of an

electricity system probably improves functionality,

which is a conclusion from the information presented

in Table 4.

These arguments were clearly verified by the

analysis. The case with maximum allowable costs of

80000 is presented in Fig. 6, as an example of the

output data. The results indicate that the more weight

is put on functionality, the more electricity saving

options are recommended by the model. (Note in Fig.

6: decision variable 0 = an option should not be

selected, 1 = an option should be selected.)

Infeasible retrofit actions were taken into account

by the model, like was expected. For example, room

temperature drop of 3j or 4j is usually out of

optimality, if the initial room temperature is already

optimal: 21 jC. This kind of retrofit actions was

automatically excluded by the model, if any weight

was put on functionality (and thus comfortability). On
a for the case analysis.
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the other hand, the model took into account that

decreasing room temperatures is a cheap way to save

energy and thus to improve the environmental value.

In general, radiator network adjustment together

with installation of thermostatic valves clearly were

the most recommendable retrofit actions in the major-

ity of analyzed cases. They were recommended in

90% of cases. This can be explained by a good price–

quality ratio of this retrofit action, as well as by its
Table 6

Percentage of recommended cases for each retrofit option

Retrofit action Recommended

in % of cases

Radiator network adjustment, installation

of thermostatic valves

90

Flow rate adjustment of water fittings 64

Improvement of control of electrified

parking space

60

Installation of peak power limit 58

Adding heat recovery to ventilation 50

Installation of new light fittings 46

Installation of new windows: 3� glass

selective + argon

44

Installation of pressure reducer into water

distribution system

38

Improvement of lighting control 30

Decrease and adjustment of indoor

temperatures: � 4 jC
30

Additional insulation to walls: 200 mm 20

Additional insulation to roof: 150 mm 18

Installation of economizer jets into

water fittings

16

Installation of new water fittings 14

Energy consumption

measurement into apartment level

14

Decrease and adjustment of indoor

temperatures: � 1 jC
12

Installation of new windows: 3�
glass selective

6

Water consumption measurement into

apartment level

4

Installation of new windows: 3� glass 2

Additional insulation to roof: 50 mm 2

Decrease and adjustment of indoor

temperatures: � 2 jC
0

Decrease and adjustment of indoor

temperatures: � 3 jC
0

Additional insulation to roof: 100 mm 0

Additional insulation to roof: 200 mm 0

Additional insulation to walls: 50 mm 0

Additional insulation to walls: 100 mm 0

Additional insulation to walls: 150 mm 0
ability to improve both comfortability and energy

economy. Traditional energy saving actions, such like

additional insulation and some new solutions like

energy and water consumption measurement in the

apartment level, were not recommended. Instead,

some new solutions like installation of peak power

limit and selective-argon windows were almost sur-

prisingly recommendable. Analysis without the cost

constraint showed that by allowing more than 70000

to the investment, no additional functionality was

achieved. In the case of additional environmental

value, this limit was 158000. The percentage of cases

in which an alternative action was recommended, is

presented in Table 6.
4. Evaluation of the model

Three typical challenges were presented in Section

1 in the context of decision-making of today’s con-

struction. The novelty of the approach presented in

this paper is especially to give an answer to the

challenge: how to find an optimal technology portfo-

lio by evaluating a lot of technological options. The

other challenges—the large amount of conflicting

preferences and conflicting evaluation criteria—also

have an important role in this analysis.

Traditionally, building designers produce not

more than a few alternative design scenarios which

then will be evaluated for the final choice. The most

important strength of the knapsack model in the

context of renovation project planning is its ability

to automatically evaluate a large amount of mutually

compatible or non-compatible renovation actions in

order to find an optimal portfolio. This is a great

improvement compared with the present situation.

Although the human reasoning hardly never can be

substituted by a mathematical model, this kind of

approach may help designers to achieve solutions

that otherwise would not come to their mind, espe-

cially in a case of many, conflicting criteria and

constraints.

The knapsack model is at its best, when the amount

of options is large and there are conflicting con-

straints. For example, if there are 27 options, the total

amount of possible portfolios in an unconstrained case

is 227 = 134 217 728. Despite the constraints, the

number of portfolios can easily rise up to hundreds
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of thousands. Evaluating this amount of portfolios

manually is practically impossible.

In the approach presented in this paper, multi-

criteria decision-making and a knapsack model are

combined by first evaluating individually each option

using a multi-criteria approach in order to achieve the

utility caused by this option. Then the results are used

as an input for the knapsack model which maximises

the sum of utilities brought by single options into a

portfolio subject to given maximum allowable costs.

Any multi-criteria evaluation principally has fol-

lowing challenges. Firstly, criteria can be both quan-

titative and qualitative by nature. If a criterion is

qualitative, there is not a straightforward and exact

way to calculate a numerical value to indicate it. In

order to indicate the utility of an option by means of a

single numerical value, all the criteria must be indi-

catable in a commensurate scale. This leads to the

second challenge: defining the scale may depend on

the preferences of an evaluator, being actually a

subjective choice. Because the ‘‘goodness’’ of differ-

ent options usually is evaluated by a single expert or a

group of experts, subjectivity also is a part of the

evaluation itself. Misleading results may be achieved,

if the results of the audits, operational experiences and

opinions are combined in a careless way. To avoid

misleading results, as many quantitative criteria

should be used as possible and as many expert

opinions should be taken into account as possible.

The model presented in this paper is completely

additive. Firstly, the simple additive weighting model

is applied to aggregate the scores to get a single score

number representing the utility of an option. The

additive model is at its best, when the characteristics

(attributes) of an option can be considered separately,

without overlaps. This method is very popular, prob-

ably because it allows a decision-maker to combine

the scores of all the nodes in a criteria tree into a

single number making it easier to compare the

options. The problem occurs, however, if the set of

criteria has been defined so that overlapping evalua-

tions become possible. Then, this approach may give

misleading results. The additive model also is com-

pensatory, which means that strengths of an option in

respect to that criterion compensate its weaknesses in

respect to another criterion. Whether this is an advan-

tage or a disadvantage probably depends on the

perspective.
Secondly, the knapsack model is additive by na-

ture. The model assumes that each option will bring

some utility, i.e. additional value (either improvement

or drawback) into the portfolio. Before an evaluation,

one has to be sure that the additional value for the

portfolio can be indicated in the form of improvement

or drawback for each criterion. Referring to the

retrofit case study presented in Section 3, reduction

potential in CO2-emissions in a whole retrofit scenario

maybe can be approximated as a sum of reduction

potentials of single retrofit actions, which makes it

reasonable to use an additive approach. On the other

hand, the additivity is much more controversial in the

case of functionality. Some aspects like ‘‘space re-

quirement’’ can be additive, whereas other aspects

like ‘‘adaptability to existing structures’’ maybe not.

Additional studies are needed to find out the applica-

bility of additive models in the context of building

energy technology.

The additive knapsack model presented in this

study is based on linear programming. Methods like

Branch and Bound make it possible to solve this kind

of problems in minutes or even in seconds (for

example: Solver function of MS Excel). According

to Gustafsson [10], the models in the context of

building design, however, often are nonlinear. Be-

cause of the complex solution of nonlinear knapsack

problems, and because of increased computing power

of computers, a nonlinear problem can be solved

simply by computing the value of the objective

function for all the portfolios [17]. Applying com-

puters and data structures in this context has been

handled for example by Alanne [18].

The knapsack model is at its best, when there really

is a large amount of options and a lot of constraints.

The knapsack model is expected to be the most

applicable in the future, when there are so many

technologies on the market, that a comprehensive

evaluation of portfolios is not feasible by means of

traditional methods. At this moment, however, the

best way to search for the optimal solution still

probably is the traditional way to manually generate

a few portfolios and then evaluate them. There are

many multi-criteria evaluation tools for that kind of

analysis, for example, PRIME, HIPRE and MCDM-

23. More about these tools has been written for

example by Huovila [1], Tanimoto [2], Mustajoki

[12], and Gustafsson [19].
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5. Conclusions

In recent years, many new technological solutions

have been introduced, aiming to improve the ability of

buildings to satisfy a variety of needs of human beings

and the environment. As a consequence, designing an

optimal building has become more challenging than it

has been before. The novelty of the approach pre-

sented in this paper is especially to give an answer to

the challenge: how to find an optimal technology

portfolio by evaluating a lot of technological options.

The other challenges—a large amount of conflicting

preferences and conflicting evaluation criteria—also

have an important role in this study. A great potential

exists for the introduction of new technologies

through renovation projects, because almost half of

construction industry in developed countries is direct-

ed to the existing building stock. Thus, selection of

building renovation actions is handled as a main

practical application in this study.

In this paper, a multi-criteria ‘‘knapsack’’ model

has been proposed to help designers to select the

most feasible renovation actions in the conceptual

phase of a renovation project. Generally speaking,

this is a specified case of portfolio optimization. A

case analysis concerning a real, Finnish apartment

building also has been presented. The aim of this

case study has been primarily to test the applicability

and functionality of the ‘‘knapsack’’ model in the

context of this type of problems and to demonstrate

a new model. For these reasons and in order to avoid

confusion, the simplified approach has been applied.

In conclusion of the results, the method worked as

had been expected. The radiator network adjustment

with installation of thermostatic valves was recom-

mended by the analysis, concerning the case build-

ing. Subjectivity as a feature of multi-criteria evalu-

ation as well as additivity of the model was regarded

as the most controversial factors when evaluating the

model.

For the future, the following additional studies

concerning the methodology can be recommended.

Studies will be needed in order to find out the

applicability of additive models in the context of

previously mentioned problems. The sensitivity anal-

ysis presented in this study can be expanded, also to

include incomplete information concerning attributes

of different renovation actions. The discrete knapsack
model could be extended to continuous variables.

Thus, conventional sizing parameters like thickness

of insulation or size of heat exchanger could be

regarded as decision variables. In general, many

extensive case studies should be carried out applying

the knapsack model, in order to get operational

experiences in a larger context than has been pre-

sented in this paper.
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